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It’s time rail booking got smarter

Meeting Traveler Journey Needs
Travel companies, especially in the online and travel management company
(TMC) space, have traditionally been focused on meeting traveler needs
through air travel. Now, new opportunities are emerging through rail travel.
The disjointed nature of the European rail network is changing, and industry
attitudes and digital distribution channels are transforming along with it.
Investment in high-speed rail infrastructure has experienced steady growth.
This alone could be one of the main reasons why travel companies are
starting to focus on the expanding rail booking market. Rail offers travelers
a compelling alternative to air travel; it is viable for most business journeys,
cost-effective, and often preferred for journeys up to four hours.
What’s good for the traveler is often good for travel companies.
As highlighted in a recent study by Phocuswright, the independent
global travel market research company, 20% of consumers indicated that
OTAs are a typical booking method for air, but that figure was only 8% for
rail. This suggests that rail offers huge growth potential and opportunity.
This combination of factors is making rail a much more viable source of
revenue for travel companies. Today, more routes and national rail networks
are bookable through indirect channels. There is a revenue opportunity to
expand rail bookings and, at the same time, broaden and differentiate their
travel – a crucial factor in an increasingly competitive travel industry.
The rail market is very large, continuing to grow and largely untapped
at a pan-European level. Driven by deregulation, advances in digital
distribution (despite the great majority of tickets still being bought at
a station) and infrastructure investment, rail operators’ eyes are now
open to the current demand – and the massive potential for growth.
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Rail versus air: co-operate or compete
Rail is challenging air travel’s supremacy – and taking
market share – although this is a tentative trend, it’s
gathering momentum. For the business traveler in
particular, rail is increasingly becoming the transport
mode of choice for its speed, simplicity, comfort,
convenience and cost.
According to Phocuswright, Europe’s rail market stands
at 31 billion Euros (this is twice the size of low-cost air
carriers). Currently, a clear majority of rail bookings are
direct with the operator, but the growing online channels
could capture up to half of these bookings by 2020. Ian
Cairns, UK Sales Director at Trainline echoes this point,
“In the UK, around 70% of rail is currently booked at the
station. Offering pre-booking could be a huge growth
opportunity for online channels.”

The source of rail’s new-found competitive edge is
consumer demand – it’s challenging air travel in terms
of preference and price. Many travelers appreciate the
directness of rail travel – for many city-to-city routes,
high speed rail can be quicker than flying. And it’s
more convenient when total journey time and onward
connections are taken into account.

In the UK, around 70% of
rail is currently booked at
the station. Offering prebooking could be a huge
growth opportunity for
online channels.

Traditional choices of modes of travel are no longer the
default. The lines have been blurred – commonly rail
has been the mode of choice for national travel, while
short-haul international journeys have tended to be by
air. Christoph Klenner, Secretary General of the European
Technology & Travel Services Association (ETTSA), says,
“Currently 90-95% of European rail journeys are national.
Cross-border rail is between 5-10%, but we believe
there is a significant potential to grow that proportion of
cross-border rail. At the same time, domestic air travel is
declining in a number of markets – air passengers are
80-90% international in Europe. It’s a huge opportunity
for railways to share in the international travel market.”
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There is a great deal more
rail content on global
distribution systems, rail
now has a further and
wider reach than ever.

Today’s picture is becoming clearer. In particular, now
that there is a great deal more rail content on global
distribution systems, rail now has a further and wider
reach than ever. For Online Travel Agencies (OTAs)
and TMCs, there’s an opportunity to embrace rail as an
attractive, profitable, but somewhat underserved mode
of transport.
The focus for these travel companies is to show the
added value they’re bringing to rail bookings and by
promoting rail as part of every journey they will continue
to redress the historic imbalance between rail and air.

Price is another example of where the gap between
rail and air travel is narrowing. As deregulation of most
national rail operators is gradually levelling the playing
field, and as distribution develops further, so prices will
fall. In particular, cross-border rail travel at peak times has
become a much more affordable alternative to air.
Despite this, a majority of national rail operators are still
reticent to embrace the new competitive environment.
EU deregulation came into effect on 1 January 2010,
but only now is the market evolving to meet the new
landscape. Many have now opened their eyes to the
opportunities of open markets and are embracing new
channels to increase passenger numbers.
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There are signs that distribution is becoming the
dominant agent of change, and soon rail might be able
to match the ‘open skies’ that air travel offers. Mobile is
another factor for increasing online bookings – Deutsche
Bahn executives estimate that 50% of their web traffic
is now via mobilei. Phocuswright estimates that by 2020,
44% of rail booking will be online if operators make the
most of distribution channels like OTAs.

In fact, this is already happening on certain European
routes – proving that agencies can have a big impact on
operators’ sales – as shown by Renfe in Spain where
OTAs provide 20% of the total bookings valuei.
All of this should be a wake-up call to travel companies
who have neglected rail. It is now time to focus on the
growth areas in the travel market. Hesitate and they may
struggle to make up the shortfall they’re likely to see in
air travel.

All of this should be a wake-up call to travel companies who
have neglected rail. It is now time to focus on the growth
areas in the travel market. Hesitate and they may struggle to
make up the shortfall they’re likely to see in air travel.
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Full speed ahead for rail bookings
To underline this urgency, there are many advantages
for agencies that choose to expand their rail offering.
First and foremost, they’ll be meeting customers’
expectations for a smoother travel experience.
Key reasons why rail travel is growing in popularity
are that it’s often more comfortable – more legroom,
space to work and they can see where they’re going.
Plus, there’s usually less waiting time (no lengthy
check-in and boarding), no baggage headaches and
fewer delays due to adverse weather.
However, many of the same experience preferences are
why car share and coaches are becoming increasingly
popular. Rail needs to react to the growing challenges
from other forms of transport. Low-cost airlines are
continuing to expand. In Germany, for example, state-run
long-distance coach services are directly competing with
private operators. Car sharing is another threat that could
draw customers away from trains.
An increase of rail bookings via GDSs will enable
agencies to offer a wider range of services,

including door-to-door itineraries. As noted by Trainline
currently, around 70% per cent of rail bookings are made
at the station. While this figure varies from country to
country, there’s a huge booking opportunity. In Spain, a
large percentage of passengers book mostly by indirect
routes, which proves this is possible.
The rise of e-tickets and alternative ticket distribution
is a win-win for both agencies and passengers. Digital
ticketing solutions don’t necessarily involve costly
IT investments. In fact, fulfilment costs can drop
significantly where consumers print their tickets (at
home or self-service at the station) or use their mobile
devices. While the travel industry as a whole is not the
earliest adopter, rail ticketing seems even slower to filter
through to consumers and business travelers.

Rail needs to react to the
growing challenges from
other forms of transport.

There are three caveats that might reverse this
sluggish pace of change. First, how fast smartphones
have become part of the mainstream travel experience,
particularly from the e-enabled under-25s. Millennials,
in particular, expect digital, 24/7 service no matter what
they are buying, and consumer technology is native to
their lifestyle.
Secondly, corporate travel managers and their TMCs
understand the reputational benefits and carbon tax
savings from rail travel. Large enterprises are under
pressure to reduce CO2 emissions by European
regulators and carbon tax laws in certain countries.
Studies indicate that there are up to 90% savings on
carbon emissions by changing from air to railii. And
from 2020, EU regulations are set to further reduce
car emissions.
And thirdly, the steady growth in the number of
railways available via GDSs means that these readymade distribution systems can support the growth
of cross-border, multi-modal travel. Clearly, new and
innovative channels of distribution will be crucial to rail
expansion and return on infrastructure investment.
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Train travel in transformation
Today’s biggest driver for improving rail travel is
competition. The rivalry between rail operators has
resulted in a better network for customers, keener
prices and better quality customer service. However,
competition is often not strong enough, and many
operators are still running a monopoly where ownership
of trains and tracks hasn’t been de-coupled.
The pressure to change is growing. Supported by EU and
national subsidies, the industry and regulatory authorities
are working to create a European travel environment
where seamless booking of rail travel (including cross
border) will be possible. By 2014, Europe had added
more than 6,000km of high-speed track to the
1,000km or so it had in 1990iii.

This figure is set to more than double with projects
already under construction or in long-term planning.
As this happens, rail-booking volumes via travel
companies are in a strong position to increase.
With an end-to-end, efficient GDS booking workflow
taking the complexity out of servicing rail, travel
companies have a big opportunity to act early and
reap the benefits. With continued growth, many may
centralize rail operations in specialist departments to
pool expertise. This would reflect their current approach
to flights and hotels. Travel companies should start
preparing now, so they’re ready to take advantage of this
transformational state as it quickly approaches.

i

Rethinking Rail: Disruption and Digital Distribution in Europe’s Online travel market - Phocuswright, May 2015

ii

Paul Watkiss Associates research, February 2009

iii

http://www.economist.com/news/business/21638109-high-speed-networks-are-spreading-fast-face-rising-competition-problems-down-line
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